Los Angeles Shutter Co.
EXTERIOR WOOD SHUTTERS
Give Your Home The Ultimate Finishing Touch
Our exterior shutters are designed to deliver a lifetime of elegant, maintenance free beauty at affordable low prices.
They are an ideal accent for giving your home additional dimension.
Because we are the factory, (all shutter panels are proudly built in Southern California, USA.), our shutters offer
virtually unlimited possibilities to express your home’s unique style, as we will make them to your exact specifications. You are limited only by your imagination. Your taste and how you feel about your home’s look guides you in
your choice of shutter style.
Our solid wood exterior shutters are made from solid kiln dried, rot-resistant incense cedar, which is a very
durable wood that is resistant to decay and requires little maintenance. This fine grained wood has natural tannins
to help preserve its character. Other woods used for making shutters such as pine or poplar, do not enjoy such an
advantage. Kiln drying is time consuming and expensive, but it is important because it reduces the moisture content
therefore allowing less expansion and contraction, enhances durability and acceptance of finishes.
Each shutter panel is hand assembled and individually built on site in our Southern California Facility. Hand sanding assures a smooth finish for each shutter once assembled, and will be delivered to you unfinished, sanded and
ready for paint or stain.
We want to make your exterior shutter purchase a positive experience, because our fine shutters are likely to be a
once in a lifetime event. Remember, we’ve been around since 1966 so we’ve probably heard your situation many
times before and most likely have a solution. Please call us with any questions or visit our online portfolio at shuttersandmore.com.
We can ship our exterior shutters nationwide right to your house.
How do you go from looking at beautiful shutters on-line, to looking at beautiful shutters on your home?
We want to make it easy for you to get the beautiful shutters you desire. Call us at 1-800-882-2223 and talk to a
shutter professional who can help you find the shutter that fits your house perfectly. Just follow the easy directions
which will give you clear, step by step instructions for selecting, ordering and installing exterior shutters. And
remember we are here to help, so call us with any questions you might have.
It is easy to order new exterior shutters or replacements to match or add to your existing.
Just call our showroom 1-800-882-2223, or fax your order to 1-818-772-0490.
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Los Angeles Shutter Co.
EXTERIOR WOOD SHUTTERS (cont.)
How to measure your shutter sizes:
Whatever style you choose, correctly sizing the shutter to your window is critical! We will build your shutters to
your exact specifications, so make sure your measurements are accurate. Whether your shutters will be functional
or not, size them as if they would be. Measure the window on the inside edge of the casement, as if the shutters
would be closed. This measurement is the “pair width” (equal to twice the width of one shutter). If your shutters will
be functional, deduct approximately 1/2” for clearance. If your shutters will remain open at all times, rounding off to
the closest inch is acceptable.
First measure the window width. Then divide the window measurement in half to determine the approximate width
size of each shutter panel. Then measure the height which is the full height of the window opening.
Most exterior shutters are fixed in place and are non functional and screwed directly to the sides of the window
opening. They will not close, but they will add depth and character to your home’s elevation. They can be fully operable and functional with the use of exterior hardware.
Note: For panels that will be fixed to the wall and non functional, an exact size is not necessary, however with
functional panels, the panel size is critical and it may be easier to order the panels slightly larger and trim them on
site for a perfect fit. Note: you can trim 1” from the bottom rail and 7/16” from each side stile. Should you need any
guidance, we’ve provided some helpful ideas and information to get you started. Our Shutter Professionals are
always available to discuss any questions you may have. The finest, handmade wooden shutters in the world are
just a phone call away.
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